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It is well known that the three-dimensional (3D) electronic topological insulator (TI) with charge-conservation
and time-reversal symmetry cannot have a trivial insulating surface that preserves symmetry. It is often implicitly
assumed that if the TI surface preserves both symmetries then it must be gapless. Here we show that it is possible
for the TI surface to be both gapped and symmetry preserving, at the expense of having surface-topological order.
In contrast to analogous bosonic topological insulators, this symmetric surface topological order is intrinsically
non-Abelian. We show that the surface-topological order provides a complete nonperturbative definition of the
electron TI that transcends a free-particle band-structure picture, and could provide a useful perspective for
studying strongly correlated topological Mott insulators.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.88.115137

PACS number(s): 03.65.Vf, 73.43.−f

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, dramatic progress has been made in
understanding the topological properties of nonfractional electronic insulators.1 While the original theoretical constructions
were framed in terms of band structures for noninteracting
electrons, attention has recently turned towards the interplay
of strong correlation and topological insulation. It is now
appreciated that the electron topological insulator is part of a
larger class of quantum phases of matter known as symmetry
protected topological (SPT) phases.2 SPT phases are defined
as states with a bulk gap and bulk excitations that do not
carry fractional quantum numbers or exotic statistics, but
which nevertheless have nontrivial surface states protected by
symmetry. A well-known example is the Haldane spin chain
in one dimension.3
It is important to recognize the difference between SPT
states and more exotic states like those exhibiting the fractional
quantum Hall effect which have what is known as “intrinsic”
topological order.4 Topologically ordered states of matter
have ground state degeneracies on topologically nontrivial
manifolds and, in the presence of symmetry, may have
excitations with fractional quantum numbers. SPT phases on
the other hand have a unique ground state and no fractional
quantum numbers in the bulk. Thus SPT phases do not have
topological order.
The Fu-Kane-Mele electronic TI (eTI) (Ref. 5) is the first
known 3D example of an SPT phase. Its nontrivial surface
states are protected by bulk time-reversal symmetry (TRS) and
charge-conservation [U (1)C ] symmetry. If either of these symmetries is broken in the bulk, the eTI can be smoothly deformed
into a trivial insulator. It is, by now, well known that the surface
can either be (1) a gapless, symmetry-preserving state, or (2)
a gapped state that breaks one (or both) of TRS and U (1)C .
For some time it was implicitly assumed that these options
exhausted the possible surface phases. Indeed these are the
only possibilities accessible in a weakly interacting description
of the surface. However, in the presence of strong correlations,
other options for the surface may become available. In
particular, we will show that it is possible for the eTI surface
to be both fully gapped and preserve all symmetries. The price
to pay for having a gapped and symmetric surface is that the
surface develops intrinsic topological order (even though the
1098-0121/2013/88(11)/115137(10)

bulk does not). We describe this surface topologically ordered
state of the eTI and show that it has non-Abelian quasiparticles. The physical symmetries are realized in this surface
topological ordered state in a manner forbidden in a strictly
two-dimensional insulator with the same topological order.
The prime impetus for our study comes from recent
progress in describing bosonic SPT phases in three dimensions. For bosons, interactions are essential to obtain an
insulator. Consequently, the study of boson SPTs is necessarily
nonperturbative in the interaction strength. For such bosonic
SPT phases, it was shown that the surface can be both
gapped and symmetry preserving6 if it possesses intrinsic
two-dimensional surface topological order (STO). This STO
however realizes symmetry in a manner prohibited in strictly
two-dimensional systems. The STO provides a particularly
simple nonperturbative insight into the bulk SPT phase.
Indeed, targeting such an STO is a useful conceptual tool
for constructing SPT phases,7,8 and can provide very general
constraints on lower-dimensional phases.6,7 In light of the
simplicity and power of the STO as a surface termination
of strongly interacting bosons SPTs, it is natural to construct
the STO appropriate for the fermionic topological insulator.
We note that for fermionic topological superconductors in 3D
protected by TRS very recently, possible STO phases were
constructed.9
Our strategy is to start from the TR-symmetric non-Abelian
surface superconductor,10 and to restore U (1)C without destroying the superconducting gap by proliferating vortices in
superconducting
the superconducting phase. The minimal hc
2e
vortices cannot be directly condensed due to their non-Abelian
statistics arising from unpaired core Majorana modes. It turns
out that, despite being Abelian, the doubled hc
vortex is a
e
semion and also cannot be condensed while preserving TRS.
Identifying an appropriate vortex field that can be condensed
to disorder the superconductor without breaking TRS requires
some care. We find that there are fourfold ( 2hc
) vortex fields
e
that can be condensed without breaking any symmetries as a
minimal route to producing the STO starting from the surface
superconductor.
The resulting phase has identical topological order and
charge assignments as the 2D Moore-Read quantum Hall
state11 accompanied by an extra neutral semion. However,
in strictly two dimensions this topological phase cannot be
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realized in a TR symmetric manner. We will show that the fact
that the eTI can realize this TO while preserving TRS provides
a complete, nonperturbative definition of the bulk eTI.
II. VORTEX CONDENSATION IN A CONVENTIONAL
SUPERCONDUCTOR

As a warm-up for the more complicated non-Abelian
case, we begin by reviewing how insulating states can be
produced by quantum disordering a conventional 2D s-wave
superconductor through vortex proliferation.
A superconducting state has a charge 2e order parameter
 = ||e2iφs that breaks U (1) charge-conservation symmetry.
Starting from a conventional s-wave superconductor, one can
restore U (1)C symmetry by proliferating vortices in the phase
of the order-parameter φs . Since the pairing amplitude ||
remains finite (except inside the vortex cores), the resulting
state is clearly gapped. Different gapped phases can be
obtained by proliferating different types of vortices. For
example, proliferating π vortices in φs (i.e., superconducting
hc
vortices) produces a simple band insulator,12 whereas
2e
proliferating 2π vortices produces a gapped phase with Z2
topological order.12,13 These constructions are well known,12,13
but are useful to review in order to fix notation and to set the
stage for the more complicated non-Abelian superconductors
that are the subject of this paper.
All three phases are conveniently described by a parton
construction in which the electron annihilation operator with
spin σ (cσ ) is rewritten as cσ = bfσ with b a spinless charge-1
boson (chargon), and fσ is a neutral spinful fermion (spinon).
This parton description (often referred to as “slave-boson”)
has a U (1) redundancy associated with changing the phase
of b and f in opposite ways. Consequently, any field theory
description will contain an emergent, compact U (1) gauge
field, whose vector potential we will denote by a μ .

B. Band insulator
hc
2e

In an s-wave SC, vortices carry only gapped quasiparticle
states in their core. Moreover, the pairing amplitude  is
nonvanishing outside of vortex cores. Consequently, a state
with an arbitrary density of nonoverlapping vortices has no
gapless excitations. Therefore, one can consider starting with a
superconductor and creating a quantum superposition of states
with various numbers and placements of (well-separated) hc
2e
vortices. This state will clearly be gapped.
Moreover, since the spinon excitations of the superconductor see the hc
superconducting vortices as π -gauge-magnetic
2e
flux, the spinon and vortex have mutual semionic statistics.
This immediately implies that the spinons will be confined
in the vortex-proliferated state. The bosonic particles b also
see the vortices as π fluxes. Therefore, the physical electron
c = bf has trivial mutual statistics with the vortex, and remains
gapped but deconfined. Therefore, there is no spin-charge
separation and the resulting state describes a conventional
electron phase.
This phase can be thought of as a Bose-Mott insulator of
Cooper pairs. If the electron density is commensurate such
that there are an even number of electrons per unit cell,
then the Cooper pairs have integer filling and can form a
Mott insulating state without further breaking of any spatial
symmetry. Commensurate Cooper-pair filling is a necessary
requirement for forming a band insulator, and furthermore,
the hc
-vortex-proliferated state has all the properties of an
2e
ordinary electronic band insulator.
Therefore, we see that hc
vortex proliferation in a su2e
perconductor produces a conventional band insulator. This
description of a band insulator is clearly more complicated than
the usual noninteracting band-structure description. However,
this construction provides a complementary “dual” perspective
capable of capturing correlated band insulators, and can
be a useful conceptual starting point for constructing more
complicated strongly interacting phases.

A. Superconductor

In the parton description, the s-wave superconductor phase
is described by condensing the charged boson b = 0 and
introducing an s-wave pairing amplitude for f : f↑ f↓  = 0.
In this phase the emergent gauge field is gapped by the Higgs
mechanism (or, equivalently confined) due to the charge-1
boson condensate.
The gapped, unpaired f quasiparticles are neutral fermion
excitations. These are ordinary Bogoliubov quasiparticles of
the superconductor that arise from electron states whose charge
is screened completely (at long length scales) by the pair
condensate.
In addition, there are also π vortices of the f -pair
condensate phase. Since f carries an internal gauge charge,
these vortices carry π “magnetic” flux of a. The bosons, having
an internal gauge charge, are also affected by this π flux
√
of a. Writing b = ρb eiφb , we see that φb must wind by π
in the vicinity of this vortex in order to avoid an extensive
energy penalty. Since b carries the physical electromagnetic
charge, this means that a π vortex in the f -pair condensate
is necessarily accompanied by a physical supercurrent flow
in the b condensate; this object is simply the familiar hc
2e
superconducting vortex.

C. Z2 topological order

Instead of proliferating hc
vortices in the superconductor,
2e
one could alternatively proliferate doubled ( hc
) vortices. If
e
the electrons are at commensurate filling with the lattice,
this proliferation destroys the boson superfluidity (b = 0)
without further breaking any other symmetry. Single b-particle
excitations are now gapped and the resulting phase is a charge
insulator. In this phase a is not confined; rather, the emergent
U (1) gauge invariance is broken down to a local Z2 gauge
invariance by the f -pair condensate. Moreover, since the
spinons f develop a trivial (multiple of 2π ) Berry phase upon
encircling a hc
defect, they remain deconfined.
e
The excitations of the theory are then b, f , and objects with
π flux of a (visons). The visons are their own antiparticles
(since two visons make up the condensed hc
vortex), having
e
mutual π statistics with b and f , and the resulting state is
fractionalized with Z2 topological order.
It is worthwhile to pause to reflect on the strategy underlying
the vortex condensation route to describing insulators proximate to superconducting phases in two space dimensions. In
general a useful effective field theory description of such a
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system is formulated in terms of degrees of freedom natural in
the superconductor, namely the hc
vortices and the neutralized
2e
Bogoliubov quasiparticles (the f field). The hc
vortex field
2e
is a mutual semion with the f particle and furthermore is
coupled to a noncompact U (1) gauge field. The vortex field of
this dual Landau-Ginzburg theory is, in the examples reviewed
above, bosonic. Vortex fields with strength nhc
can therefore
2e
be formally condensed to produce various kinds of insulating
states.
Having reviewed the simpler s-wave SC case, we now turn
to the problem of producing a topologically ordered phase
from the eTI surface SC.
III. VORTICES IN THE ETI SURFACE
SUPERCONDUCTOR

Starting from the superconducting surface of the eTI, we
know that there should be some obstruction to proliferating superconducting vortices to form an ordinary band insulator, and
vortices in the superconducting TI surface state
indeed the hc
2e
are non-Abelian objects that cannot be directly condensed.10
Since hc
vortices do not have an unpaired Majorana core state,
e
they are Abelian, and one is tempted to follow the above
construction to obtain a Z2 topologically ordered state by
proliferating hc
vortices.
e
However, this naive approach fails to produce a symmetric
STO state. It turns out that in the eTI surface SC, hc
vortices
e
14
have semionic self-statistics, and cannot be condensed
without breaking TRS. The 3hc
vortices again have unpaired
2e
Majorana cores, and are non-Abelian. We show however that
there are 2hc
vortices that are bosonic. Therefore, the minimal
e
route to restoring U (1)C is to condense such bosonic 2hc
e
vortices.
We now establish the Abelian statistics of hc
and 2hc
e
e
vortices in the surface superconductor by arguing based on
the -term electromagnetic response of the bulk.
A. Bulk argument for statistics of Abelian vortices

A useful conceptual device for what follows is to modify
the problem by coupling the electrons to a weakly fluctuating
dynamical compact U (1) gauge field. It is well known that the
topological insulating bulk leads to a  term, with  = π , in
the effective action (apart from the usual Maxwell term) for this
gauge field obtained by integrating out the electrons. Also well
known is the effect of this  term: A unit strength magnetic
monopole of this U (1) gauge field acquires electric charge 12
(the Witten effect15 ). Now imagine tunneling such a monopole
from the vacuum into the bulk of the (gauged) topological
insulator. Such a tunneling process will leave behind at the
surface a hc
vortex. This implies that the hc
vortex field in
e
e
the vortex Landau-Ginzburg theory formally also has electric
charge 12 . As a composite made of charge 1/2 and 2π flux it is
natural to expect that this vortex will have semionic statistics.
To demonstrate the semionic statistics of hc
vortices,
e
consider a slab of bulk eTI with a top and bottom interface
with a trivially insulating vacuum. Then create a pair of hc
e
vortices on the top surface and a pair of − hc
vortices
on
the
e
bottom surface. Since the gauge field Aμ is free, except at the

FIG. 1. (Color online) Exchanging two hce vortices at the superconducting surface of a TI slab (top panel) leads to a linking of their
magnetic field lines, which gives a phase of −1, demonstrating that
hc
vortices are semionic.
e

superconducting surface, closed magnetic flux lines carrying
hc
flux are condensed in the bulk and in the vacuum. Since
e
the surface is superconducting, a magnetic flux tube can only
penetrate the surface at a vortex. For the vortex configuration
of Fig. 1 there are only two magnetic flux lines that leave
the TI bulk. Let us consider just one representative flux line
configuration, as shown in Fig. 1. Next consider dragging one
vortices on the top surface all the way around the
of the hc
e
other, as shown in Fig. 1 without moving the − hc
vortices
e
on the bottom surface. The new magnetic flux configuration
differs from the initial one by a single linking of the magnetic
flux lines that thread the vortices.
Due to the bulk topological  term for A:
L = i

εμνλρ
∂μ Aν ∂λ Aρ
8π

(1)

this linking produces a phase of −1 relative to unlinked
configurations. This phase can be computed directly from L
by considering any convenient choice of A with a linked vortex
line. Alternatively, one can imagine creating a linked field
line configuration in the bulk by starting with an infinite flux
line, creating a monopole antimonopole pair, and dragging the
monopole around the flux line before annihilating it with the
antimonopole. Since monopoles in the TI bulk have charge
e
, dragging one around a 2π -flux line contributes phase
2
2πi· 12
= −1.
e
We have illustrated this −1 phase for a particular magnetic
field line configuration. More generally, the ground-state
| EM  of the bulk gauge field Aμ is a quantum superposition
of various configurations C of magnetic flux lines:

(−1)LC 0 (C)|C
(2)
| EM  =
C
LC

weighted by phase (−1) , where LC is the number of linked
loops in the configuration C, and by amplitude 0 (C) that
is determined by the nontopological dynamical terms for the
gauge field.
This follows directly from computing the wave function
for a given configuration A(r) from the (imaginary time) path
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integral:
[A] = A| 

0
 3
= D[A]|Aμ (r,t=0)=A(r) e− −∞ dτ d rL [A]
∼ ei



μνλ

d 3 r ε 8π Aμ ∂ν Aλ

= (−1)LC[A] ,

(3)

we see that the resulting wave function contains a ChernSimons (CS) term which just counts the linking number of
flux lines of A.
For any configuration of closed bulk field lines C, the
twofold exchange of hc
introduces a single extra linking nume
ber. Therefore, the twofold exchange of hc
vortices produces
e
phase (−1), indicating that a single exchange produces phase
±i; the hc
vortices are semionic. Let us denote the quantum
e
field that creates a nhc
vortex with electric charge q by n,q .
e
With this notation 1, 12 is a semionic hc
vortex with charge
e
1
1
. The field f 1, 2 produces a neutral fermion bound to this
2
vortex and hence creates an antisemionic hc
vortex with charge
e
1
hc
. These two e vortices will play an important role below.
2
Let us now consider strength-4 ( 2hc
) vortices. A similar
e
argument as above shows that 2hc
vortices
are either bosonic
e
2hc
or fermionic (fermionic and bosonic e vortices can be
interchanged by binding a neutral f quasiparticle). Note that if
we combine two charge-1/2 semionic hc
vortices, we end up
e
2hc
with a charge-1 bosonic e vortex, i.e., (1, 12 )2 = 2,1 . An
electrically neutral 2hc
vortex may be obtained by considering
e
the combination c2,1 , i.e., by removing an electron from the
vortex. Clearly this is a fermion.
charge-1 2hc
e
These strength-4 vortices at the surface correspond in the
bulk to strength-2 monopoles. At  = π , such monopoles
always carry integer electric charge. We will denote bulk dyons
with magnetic charge n and electric charge q by (n,q). These
correspond to surface vortices created by n,q . It is readily
seen that the bulk (2,1) dyon (at  = π ) is a boson while the
electrically neutral strength 2 monopole (the (2,0) particle)
is clearly a fermion (the polarization charge induced by the
 term does not contribute to the statistics, as explained
in Ref. 16). This is in complete accord with our discussion
of surface vortices above. Arguments using bulk monopole
properties to constrain surface physics were also recently used
for boson topological insulators in Ref. 17.
To disorder the surface superconductor we need to identify
bosonic vortices which we can then condense. Though the
2hc
vortex with electric charge 1 seems like a candidate, it is
e
problematic. To preserve time reversal we should clearly also
condense (with equal amplitude) the − 2hc
vortex with electric
e
charge 1. But then the resulting state also has a condensate of
ordinary Cooper pairs so that it is still a superconductor (albeit
vortex described above is a
an exotic one). The neutral 2hc
e
fermion and hence cannot condense. Fortunately we also have
a different neutral fermion in our theory, the spinon (the f
particle). By binding f to the fermionic 2hc
vortex we obtain
e
an electrically neutral bosonic 2hc
vortex.
Equivalently
this
e
bosonic neutral 2hc
vortex
may
be
viewed
as
being
obtained
e
from the charge-1 bosonic 2hc
vortex by binding to b (i.e., by
e
removing a chargon). This neutralizes the charge but keeps the

statistics as bosonic. We are then free to condense this vortex
to destroy the superconducting order.
vortex is not
We emphasize that the bosonic neutral 2hc
e
simply a 4π vortex of the chargon b but requires also binding
to the spinon f . An 8π ( 4hc
) vortex of b (4,0 ) is an electrically
e
neutral boson. The corresponding bulk monopole is a (4,0)
particle which is also a boson. Condensation of the bosonic
vortex f 2,0 automatically implies condensation of 4,0 as
the spinon f is paired.
B. Topological spins of non-Abelian vortices

We now consider non-Abelian vortices, and it is sufficient
for our purpose to consider ±hc/2e vortices, with Majorana
core states. Naively, the argument given in Sec. III A for hc/e
vortices implies that the topological spin (see Sec. IV B for
its definition) of ±hc/2e vortices would be eiπ/8 . This can be
seen by writing the bulk  term as a boundary Chern-Simons
term at level 1/2, which would contribute to the topological
spin of ±hc/2e vortices by eiπ/8 . However, the Majorana zero
modes trapped in the vortices contributes another e−iπ/8 to the
topological spins,18 hence the total topological spins are
θhc/2e = θ−hc/2e = 1.

(4)

The above argument can be made more precise by viewing
the surface superconductor as a paired single Dirac cone. One
can then add two gapped Dirac cones with opposite masses to
the surface without breaking time-reversal symmetry. One can
then group one of the massive Dirac cones with the original
surface superconductor and rewrite the combination as a p −
ip superconductor, and the other massive Dirac cone with the
opposite mass gives a half-quantum hall state. The former
contributes e−iπ/8 to the topological spin of ±hc/2e vortices,
and the latter gives eiπ/8 , hence we have θ±hc/2e = 1.
IV. SURFACE TOPOLOGICAL ORDER

We are now in a good position to construct a symmetry
preserving STO phase from the SC phase. In the parton
construction cσ = bfσ we can describe the SC topological
insulating surface state by condensing b, b = 0, and placing
f in the eTI band structure with a superconducting surface.
From the previous section we saw that the minimal route to
restoring the U (1)C symmetry is to proliferate the electrically
vortices.
neutral bosonic 2hc
e
What topologically distinct classes of particles remain
after their proliferation? Since b and f have trivial mutual
statistics with the 2hc
vortices, they will clearly survive as
e
gapped quasiparticles with unaltered charge and statistics.
vortices will
Quite generally the condensation of such 2hc
e
produce an insulator with gapped bosonic excitations with
fractional charge 1/2. We will call this particle β. Clearly two
β particles make a chargon b = β 2 .
Vortices in the superconductor become dressed by the 2hc
e
condensate. We will see later that they survive as topological
quasiparticles but with sharp nonzero electric charge (unlike in
the example reviewed above of 2D Z2 topologically ordered
states produced by disordering a proximate superconductor,
where the visons are charge neutral). For now we put aside the
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TABLE I. Summary of the topological content of the surface-topological order phase and the implementation of charge-conservation and
TR symmetries. Topological superselection sectors are topological equivalence classes of particle types. The antiparticle of a particle in sector
a resides a’s conjugate sector. A particle has the same quantum dimension and T 2 value as its antiparticle, but opposite electrical charge and
conjugate topological spin. Other distinct topological particles such as β 2 , βτv , etc. can be obtained by combining the above listed objects. The
properties of these composites and antiparticles follows straightforwardly from the information listed above. Superselection sectors have the
same quantum dimension, opposite charge, and same topological spin compared to their conjugate sectors (antiparticles). Empty entries in the
T 2 row indicate that there is no gauge invariant meaning to the value of T 2 for that type of particle. In addition, there is the physical electron c
which has d = 1, θc = −1, Tc2 = −1. This could be regarded as part of the vacuum sector I since it has trivial mutual statistics with all other
particles. However, since fusing c to another particle changes that particle’s topological spin factor of −1 it is convenient to distinguish c from I.
Topological superselection sector (“particle type”)
Conjugate sector (antiparticle)
Quantum dimension (d)
Topological spin (θ )
Charge (qe )
Time-reverse partner
T 2 value (if meaningful)

I
I
1
1
2ne (n ∈ Z)
I
1

β
β ≡ β −1
1
1
3

e
2

β
1

charge assignment for these topological particles and focus
just on identifying the different particle types.
Going from the superconductor to the STO phase, the
non-Abelian hc
vortex v becomes a new object τv which
2e
is a quantum superposition of odd-strength vortices in the
superconductor whose vorticity differs by a multiple of 2hc
.
e
hc
Similarly, the − 2e antivortex v̄ becomes a different object
τv̄ which is made up of a quantum superposition of (4n−1)hc
2e
vortices of the superconductor (with n ∈ Z).
In the SC, an hc
vortex v carries a Majorana zero mode in its
2e
core,10 and a pair of v’s shares a single complex fermion level
that can be either occupied or unoccupied. Consequently, there
2
, both of
are two possible outcomes from fusing two v’s, v±
hc
which have net vorticity e and which differ from each other by
adding a neutral Bogoliubov fermion f . Upon moving into the
2
STO phase by condensing fourfold vortices, v±
will turn into
2
distinct objects τ± which differ by a fermion τ+2 = τ−2 × f .
Similarly, in the superconductor, a pair of v̄’s can fuse to two
vortex objects that differ by a fermion f . Upon
different − hc
e
condensing 2hc
vortices however, the ± hc
vortices become
e
e
mixed, and fusing two τv̄ particles should have the same outcome as fusing two τv particles: τv̄ × τv̄ = τv × τv = τ+2 + τ−2 .
Finally, in the superconductor, the vortex and antivortex pair
also share a nonlocal fermion level due to their Majorana cores.
Fusing a v and v̄ then produces either the superconducting
ground state I or the ground state plus an extra Bogoliubov
particle: v × v̄ = I + f . Consequently, in the STO phase, we
must have two possible fusion outcomes for τv × τv̄ , which
differ by an f . Naively one might be tempted to have τv and τv̄
fuse 1 + f as in the superconductor. However, more generally
we may also have τv × τv̄ = X × (1 + f ), where X is some
to-be-determined particle that is condensed in the SC. This
is consistent with the fusion rules of the surface SC if X is
condensed in the SC phase. This requires X to be a boson.
Below we will show that X is just the fractional chargon β.
Finally, we note that τ+2 × τ+2 = β 2 , and that τ+2 × τ−2 =
β 2 × f = c, the physical electron.
A summary of the particle content and fusion rules
produced by this line of reasoning is summarized in Tables I
and II, respectively.

f
f
1
−1
0
f
−1

τv
−1

τv̄
−1

β τv̄
√
2
eiπ/4

β τv
√
2
e−iπ/4

e
4

e
4

τv̄

τv

τ+2
−2 2
β τ+

τ−2
−2 2
β τ−

1

1

eiπ/2
e
2
τ−2

τv3
−2

τv̄3
−2

e−iπ/2

β τv
√
2
−eiπ/4

β τv̄
√
2
−e−iπ/4

e
2
τ+2

3e
2
τv̄3

3e
2
τv3

A. Charge assignments

Having specified the topologically distinct particle classes
and fusion rules for the STO phase, we now turn to their
symmetry properties under U (1)C . The resulting charge
assignments explained below are summarized in Table I.
Since b and f are unaffected by the vortex condensation,
b still carries charge e and that f is charge neutral. What
about the excitations that descend from superconducting
vortices? τ±2 particles descend from 1,1/2 vortex fields of
the superconductor, and hence can be created by dragging a
magnetic monopole from the vacuum through the STO surface
into the bulk. Since the monopole carries fractional electric
charge ± 2e , its corresponding surface excitations must also
have charge ∓ 2e . Moreover, since τ+2 and τ−2 differ by a neutral
fermion, f they must have the same charge. For concreteness,
and without loss of generality, we choose τ±2 to have charge
+ 2e and their antiparticles τ±−2 to have charge − 2e . It then

TABLE II. Fusion rules for the surface-topological order phase.
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β × β = β2
β × β = β 3 = β −1
β3 × β = I
βn × a = βna
(for any sector a = β and n = 1,2,3)
2

f ×f =1
f × τv = τv
f × τv̄ = τv̄
τv × τv = τ+2 + τ−2
τv̄ × τv̄ = τ+2 + τ−2
τv × τv̄ = β + βf
τ±2 × f = τ∓2
τ±2 × τ±2 = β 2
2
τ+ × τ−2 = β 2 × f = c
τv3 = τv × τ±2
τv̄3 = τv̄ × τ±2
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immediately follows from the fusion rule τv × τv = τ+2 + τ−2
that τv has charge 4e .
It is instructive to understand how these charge assignments
come about directly from the surface without recourse to bulk
monopoles. To obtain the STO from the SC, we are condensing
4π vortices of the chargon b that are bound to the neutral
fermion f . The neutral fermion acquires a π phase when it
encircles the hc
vortex in the superconductor. Consequently,
2e
the hc
vortex
is
a
mutual semion with the condensed bosonic
2e
2hc
vortex. As a result, the hc
vortex can survive in the STO
e
2e
phase only by binding with some other particle to produce
trivial mutual statistics with the condensed bosonic 2hc
vortex.
e
hc
The only possibility is for the 2e vortex to bind a fractional
charge 4e , which also obtains π phase upon encircling a 2hc
e
vortex. Thus we conclude that the particles τv ,τv̄ in the STO
phase are the remnants of the hc
vortices of the SC phase which
2e
have been dressed by charge e/4.
Since τv and τv̄ descend from ± hc
vortices in the super2e
conductor, they are related by time reversal and must have the
same charge. Above we saw that the v × v̄ = 1 + f fusion
rule for the surface SC generalized to τv × τv̄ = X × (1 + f )
in the STO phase, with X the to-be-determined particle. The
above arguments show that X must have charge 2e . Since X is
a 12 -charge boson that must be condensed in the SC phase, the
only possibility is X = β.

dragging b around a is nearly the same as rotating the entire
a-b composite system CCW by 2π , or equivalently to fusing
to c and rotating CCW by 2π giving θc . However, rotating
the entire system also rotates a and b individually, which is
not part of the exchange process. The factor of θa θb in the
denominator compensates for this unwanted rotation of a and
b. The proper branch of the square root can be identified by
writing θa,b,c ≡ eiφa,b,c , and choosing an exchange protocol
such that the phase is accumulated monotonically over the
course of time T : Rcab = limt→T − ei(φc −φa −φb )t/2T .
For Abelian particles a and b there is a unique fusion
channel, and the lower index on R is redundant. Therefore,
it is common to just specify the mutual statistics of a and
ab 2
b by θa,b = (Ra×b
) , which is the phase factor obtained by
adiabatically dragging b CCW around a. Consequently, the
braiding statistics for all particles follows straightforwardly
from the previously obtained fusion rules and topological spins
tabulated in Tables I and II, respectively.
For example, consider the mutual statistics of τv and τ±2 . The
composite τv × τ±2 = τv3 has topological spin θτv3 = −eiπ/4 ,
indicating

B. Topological spins

We have already identified appropriate charge assignments,
which encode the transformation properties of various particles
under the U (1)C symmetry. In this section we address how TR
is implemented in the proposed STO phase. The results of this
section are summarized in Table. I.
The first task for implementing TRS is to specify how
topological equivalence classes of particles are exchanged
under TR. This is relatively straightforward since we have
constructed the STO state from the well-understood TRsymmetric superconductor phase. The τv descends from an
hc
vortex in the superconductor, which becomes a − hc
vortex
e
e
vortex
becomes
τ
in
the
STO
phase.
under TR; in turn the − hc
v̄
e
Therefore under TR:

The topological spin θa of a particle in sector a is defined
as the phase factor accumulated when an a particle is adiabatically rotated by 2π in the counterclockwise (CCW) sense.
For Abelian particles, the topological spin coincides with the
phase obtained through CCW exchange of a pair of a particles.
Clearly θb = 1 and θf = −1. The argument in Sec. III A established the semionic/antisemionic statistics of hc/e surface
vortices (the semion and antisemion differ by an f fermion).
In the topologically ordered phase the hc/e vortex acquires
an additional charge qτ±2 = 1/2. The charge-flux relation thus
gives an additional eiqφ = −1 to its topological spin. This
shifts a semion to an antisemion and vice versa. But since
we have both semionic and antisemionic vortices already, the
shift is just a relabeling of the two different vortices. Hence
we establish that τ±2 have topological spin ±i.
It was also established in Eq. (4) that the ±hc/2e vortices
have trivial topological spins. In the topologically ordered
phase, the ±hc/2e vortices acquire additional charge 1/4
and becomes {τv ,τv̄ }. Hence an additional contribution of
eiqφ = e±iπ/4 is introduced to the topological spin. Hence we
have θτv = eiπ/4 and θτv̄ = e−iπ/4 .
C. Exchange statistics

In a system with non-Abelian particles that have multiple
possible fusion outcomes, the phase obtained by the CCW
exchange of two particles a and b will depend on the fusion
channel. When a and b fuse to c, the phase factor obtained
by adiabatic CCW exchange of a and b is denoted by Rcab
(for a pedagogical review see Ref. 19). The R matrices are
related to the topological spin of the underlying particles19
by (Rcab )2 = θc /θa θb . This identity just encodes the fact that

θτv ,τ±2 =

θτv ×τ±2
θτv θτ±2

=

−eiπ/4
= −e∓iπ/2 .
eiπ/4 e±iπ/2

(5)

D. Time-reversal properties

T

τv ←→ τv̄ .

(6)

Similarly, by going to the superconductor it is clear that f and
β2 ∼
= b are preserved under TR. It is also clear that the β sector
is preserved under TR.
Under TR, counterclockwise and clockwise exchange are
interchanged, and hence topological classes of particles that
are related by TR must have conjugate topological spin. We
see that this is true for all of the above TR transformation rules.
vortices, we cannot deSince τ±2 descend from both ± hc
e
termine their TR properties directly from the superconductor.
However, since τ+2 and τ−2 have conjugate topological spins,
they must be exchanged by T :
T

τ+2 ←→ τ−2 .

(7)

In addition to the action of T on topological superselection
sectors, for sectors that are not interchanged by T , it is
meaningful to ask about their eigenvalues under the unitary
operation of double-time reversal T 2 . For particles that reside
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in TR-invariant superselection sectors, T 2 = −1 has definite
physical interpretation as a TRS-protected Kramers degeneracy. Our STO state arises naturally from the superconductor
where b has T 2 = 1 and f has T 2 = −1, respectively; hence
β 2 and f also have T 2 = 1 and T 2 = −1 in the STO phase.
Similarly, β 2 has T 2 = 1 since it is a fraction of b, and since
β can be condensed to obtain the SC from the STO phase.
However, for particles like τ±2 , whose superselection sectors
are changed by T , the T 2 eigenvalue does not imply a further
degeneracy within that particle sector. Furthermore, for such
particles it turns out that it is not even possible to assign a
local gauge-invariant representation of T 2 . In the next two
sections we further describe the issue of symmetry localization
on gauge noninvariant particles.
1. Gauge (non)-invariance TR properties for
fractionalized particles

Fractionalized particles (i.e., particles with nontrivial selfor mutual statistics) cannot be individually created from the
ground state. Rather, one can only create groups of excitations
that fuse to I. For example, to isolate a fractionalized particle
X, one can create a particle antiparticle pair X and X−1 from
the ground state, and pull them far apart from one another. The
operator that implements this sequence consists of a string
of electron operators connecting the final locations R1 and
R2 of X and X−1 , respectively. This string of operators can
†
be divided into two local operators X (R1 ) and X (R2 ) that
−1
create Xand X , respectively, and a nonlocal gauge string
W1,2 =  eiqX aij , where i and j label sites on the lattice
where X is defined,  is the directed path of links ij 
connecting sites R1 to R2 , qX is the internal gauge charge of the
particle X, and aij is a discrete-valued emergent gauge field.
This division into particles and strings is inherently arbitrary,
which is reflected by the local gauge invariance under the
transformations X,i → e2πini qx X,i and aij → aij − ni − nj
(with ni,j ∈ Z).
Due to the nonlocal gauge structure there is not always
a well-defined gauge invariant way to assign symmetrytransformation properties locally to the particle creation
†
operators X . Rather, one must generically keep track of the
transformation property of both the particles, and their gauge
strings W . However, in special cases it is possible to associate
†
a well-defined action of a symmetry locally on X even for
gauge noninvariant objects. For simplicity, in what follows,
we will not distinguish between the label X for a topological
class of particles and the corresponding (gauge-noninvariant)
annihilation operator X .
Since f × f = I, the phase of f has a sign ambivalence,
indicating that f ’s have 12 -gauge charge (i.e., change sign
under e2πiqf = −1) and are connected pairwise by (unobservable) unoriented Z2 gauge strings. Similarly, β 2 × f is
a physical electron c, and so β 2 also has a Z2 gauge charge. It
then follows from τ±2 × τ±2 = β 2 that τ±2 has internal 14 -gauge
charge, and that oriented Z4 gauge strings emanate from τ±2
particles. We know that τ±2 have opposite internal gauge charge
since τ+2 × τ−2 = c, and c is a physical (gauge-invariant) local
electron. Therefore, we can choose the orientation convention
that Z4 lines emanate from τ+2 and terminate on τ−2 particles.
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2. T 2 properties for sectors that are exchanged by T

With this gauge-string picture in mind, we now turn to
the task of determining to what extent T 2 is defined on
particles whose topological classes are interchanged by T .
To see why it is important to consider the effects of T on the
gauge string, consider a τ+2 -τ−2 pair. Suppose that we represent
T locally on the particle operators as T −1 τ+2 T = eiα τ−2 and
T −1 τ−2 T = eiβ τ+2 , where α and β are unknown phases. Then
one has T −2 τ±2 T 2 = e±i(β−α) , and naively it appears that
T −2 τ+2 τ−2 T 2 = |ei(β−α) |2 τ+2 τ−2 . However, this cannot be the
whole story since τ±2 fuse to the physical electron c, which
is a Kramers doublet with T 2 = −1.
T
This puzzle is resolved by noting that τ+2 ↔ τ−2 implies
that T reverses the direction of the gauge string connecting
a given τ+2 -τ−2 pair. Then acting twice with T 2 doubly flips
the orientation of the connecting gauge string. A twofold
reorientation of the gauge string can also be accomplished by
dragging τ+2 around τ−2 . Due to their semionic mutual statistics,
this observation dictates that the gauge string contributes an
additional factor of −1 to the overall T 2 . Therefore, the
action of T 2 cannot be consistently implemented in a purely
local fashion for the gauge-noninvariant particles τ±2 , which
interchange under T .
Note that a nearly identical argument can be applied to
monopoles in the bulk of the electron TI to formally establish
the intimate connection between the θ = π electromagnetic
response of the TI and the Kramers degeneracy of the
electron20 (see also Ref. 21). This is indeed appropriate since
the τ±2 particles are the surface avatars of these bulk dyons.
The issue of nonlocality is even more pronounced for the
non-Abelian excitations τv and τv̄ since a collection of these
particles share a degenerate Hilbert space of nonlocal fermion
modes, and the action of T 2 depends on the total fermion parity
of this nonlocal Hilbert space, which is a global property of
the system.
V. 2D TR-BREAKING ANALOG

For bosonic SPT bulk phases, the topological properties
of the STO phase can always be realized by a strictly 2D
system that does not preserve the underlying symmetries
of the 3D SPT. In this section we provide an analogous
construction for the electron TI. Specifically, we show that the
STO phase has the same topological order as the Moore-Read
QH phase11 supplemented by an extra neutral semion. We
begin by reviewing the Moore-Read and related 2D phases in
the language of the parton construction cσ = bfσ used above.
A. p + i p superconductor and Kitaev spin liquid

We begin with the p + ip superconductor, and its topologically ordered analog, which are in some sense the simplest
“roots” of the non-Abelian Ising topological order for the
STO phase. A TR-breaking superconductor with p + ip
pairing symmetry,22 and the TR-broken B phase of Kitaev’s
honeycomb model (henceforth denoted Kitaev spin liquid,
or KSL) are closely related states with non-Abelian Ising
anyon excitations. The latter is obtained from the former
by condensing hc
vortices. In the language of the parton
e
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construction, this is equivalent to placing b in a Mott insulator,
and f into a p + ip superconductor. The resulting phase
contains topological particle classes: I (vacuum), b, f , and
a non-Abelian vison σ that descends from the ±π vortices of
the p + ip superconductor.
In the resulting KSL phase, b has charge e, and all other
particles are neutral. The edge of this phase contains a single
chiral Majorana fermion that contributes σH = 0 and κH = 12 .
The fusion rules are
b × f = c,

b × b = c2 ∼
= I, f × f = I,

σ × f = σ, σ × b = σ,

σ × σ = 1 + f,

(8)

and the topological spins are
θb = 1,

θf = −1,

θσ = eiπ/8 .

(9)

B. Moore-Read quantum Hall state

The Moore-Read state11 can be obtained from the KSL
phase by placing b in a ν = 1/2 bosonic-Laughlin quantum
Hall phase rather instead of a Bose-Mott insulator. This phase
is characterized by the idealized wave function

1
(zi − zj )2 Pf
,
(10)
MR ∼
z
−
zj
i
i<j
where zj = xj + iyj is the complexified coordinate of the j th
electron. The factors of (zi − zj )2 stem from the b sector, and
the Pf denotes the Pfaffian of the antisymmetric matrix with
1
entries zi −z
, which describes the BCS wave function with
j
p + ip pairing.23
In this phase the vison σ of the f sector is bound to a π flux
of the bosonic QH fluid which we denote v (similarly, denote
a −π flux of the bosonic QH fluid by v̄). A π flux in a σH = 12
system has charge 4e and hence v has topological spin eiπ/8 .
Denoting the non-Abelian vison/charge- 4e vortex composite
as σv , we have θσv = eiπ/4 . Since v̄ is a −π vortex bound
to charge − 4e it also contributes an extra eiπ/8 to the vison
topological spin, indicating that the composite σ × v̄ ≡ σv−1
has θσv−1 = θσv = eiπ/4 .
C. 2D TR-breaking analog

The MR state looks somewhat similar to the STO phase
constructed above: There Ising non-Abelions attached to
charged Abelian vortices. However, unlike in the TI STO
phase, σv × σv−1 = 1 + f is charge neutral. More generally,
since σv and σv̄ have opposite charge, and the same topological
spin, it is hard to see how TR invariance could be implemented
in the MR phase, even at the surface of the STO.
We can cure this problem by introducing an extra counterpropagating antisemion particle s with topological spin
θs = e−iπ/2 to the boson sector (in the parton language this
corresponds to further fractionalizing b → b1 b2 , with b1
carrying charge e in a bosonic ν = 1/2 QH phase, and b2
a charge neutral in a ν = −1/2 bosonic QH phase). Making
the following identifications:
β −1 × τ+2 = s, τv = σv , τv̄ = σv × s,
τv−1 = σv−1 ,

τv̄−1 = σv−1 × s,

(11)

we see that this 2D TR-breaking phase has the same topological order and charge assignments as the STO phase described
above. For brevity we denote the 2D TR-breaking phase
MR×AS.
VI. CONNECTION BETWEEN STO AND FAMILIAR
NONFRACTIONALIZED SURFACE PHASES

In the previous section we have constructed an STO phase
by quantum disordering the TRS surface superconductor
state. The fact that a TI can realize this topological order
with both U (1)C and TR symmetries intact actually serves
as a nonperturbative definition of the U (1)C  ZT2 fermion
topological insulator. To see this we need to show that we
can obtain all of the usual symmetry broken nontopologically
ordered surface phases of the familiar fermion TI through a
sequence of surface-phase transitions that do not affect the TI
bulk.
A. STO to TR symmetric non-Abelian surface SC

Since we have constructed the STO phase from the
TR-invariant surface SC, it is straightforward to recover
the familiar surface SC. We have already argued that the
superconducting surface can be obtained from the STO phase
by condensing β. Here we provide some further details.
√
Since β 2 = b = ρb eiφb we may write β = (ρb )1/4 eiφβ .
Then 2π vortices of φβ are 4π vortices of φb , which are
condensed in the STO phase. In other words, the STO phase can
be viewed as a Mott insulator of β. Then, to recover the TRS
surface superconductor from the STO phase, one can simply
condense β. Since β has nontrivial mutual statistics with all
other particles besides f , the particles τv ,τv̄ ,τ±2 etc. will all
be confined in the β = 0 phase. However, these confined
objects do not completely disappear from the theory, rather
they are bound to vortices of φβ (which are now gapped) to
form composites that have trivial mutual statistics with the β
condensate.
Since β has the same mutual statistics with τv as with a π/2
vortex of φβ , they are bound together in the superconductor.
Since β is charged a +π/2 vortex of φβ has physical circulating
charge current, and the τv object becomes the superconducting
hc
vortex (or, more generally, a (4n+1)hc
vortex with n ∈ Z).
2e
2e
(4n−1)hc
Similarly, τv̄ becomes a 2e vortex, and τ±2 become a nhc
e
vortices (with n odd).
B. STO to 1/2-integer quantum Hall

Next, we connect the STO to the U (1)C preserving but
TR-breaking 12 -integer surface quantum Hall insulator (SQHI).
In the previous section we showed that the topological order
and charge assignments of the STO can be realized in strict
2D at the expense of breaking TRS. The analogous TRbreaking phase was equivalent to the Moore-Read QH phase
with an extra neutral semion, denoted MR×AS. Importantly,
the MR×AS has σH = κH = 12 . There is a closely related
phase, which we denote MR × AS, obtained from MR×AS
by switching all of the particles of MR×AS with their
antiparticles, which has σH = κH = − 12 .
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This line of reasoning shows that, even after destroying
the surface-topological order, the interface at the equator
possesses a single 1D chiral charge fermion. The nonfractionalized phases that we have produced on the top and
bottom hemisphere therefore differ by an electron ν = 1
quantum Hall layer. Since these two phases are related by TR
symmetry, we must democratically assign them σH = κH =
± 12 , respectively. We have therefore succeeded in recovering
the familiar nonfractionalized surface QH insulating phases
from the STO phase.
C. STO to gapless Dirac fermion surface

FIG. 2. (Color online) The nonfractionalized TR-breaking quantum Hall insulator (QHI) with coating the TI surface with a 2D TRbreaking topologically ordered state with σH = κH = ± 12 (depicted
in orange and purple, respectively), as explained in the text. The
half-integer quantum Hall conductance can be seen by considering a
domain between these two coatings as shown in the above figure for
a spherical TI.

Starting with the STO phase of the TI, let us “deposit” a
layer of MR × AS on the TI surface (or alternatively, imagine
adjusting the interactions and other parameters of a layer of
the bulk near the surface to drive that layer into the MR × S
phase). Then, suppose we allow the f particle of the MR × AS
to hybridize with (i.e., tunnel into) the f particle of the STO
phase. This confines each non-Abelian τv of the STO is bound
to a similar non-Abelian τv−1 of the deposited layer, thereby
neutralizing the non-Abelian statistics of the composite object.
The resulting composites are all Abelian and have trivial selfstatistics, and hence can be straightforwardly condensed (since
TR symmetry is already broken). In particular, if we condense
the particles containing a τv of the STO layer and a τv−1 of the
deposited layer, all other particles are trivially confined, and
no excitations with fractional statistics remain.
We have thereby eliminated the surface-topological order,
at the expense of breaking TR symmetry on the surface. What is
the quantum Hall response of this nonfractionalized insulating
state?
To answer this question we note that we could have equally
well followed a time-reversed version of the above procedure
by depositing a different surface layer related to MR × AS
by TR, which we denote MR∗ × AS∗ and has σH = κH = 12 .
Consider a spherical TI, depicted in Fig. 2, and imagine
depositing a layer of MR × AS on the bottom hemisphere
of the TI surface and a layer of MR∗ × AS∗ on the top
hemisphere. The edges of the deposited 2D layers meet at
the equator, and each contributes a chiral Majorana fermion, a
copropagating charged boson mode and a counterpropagating
neutral boson mode. The chiral Majorana fermions from the
top and bottom hemisphere propagate in the same direction,
and when coupled, combine into a complex (neutral) chiral
fermion. The combined edge has overall chirality with a single
chiral charged mode, and hence has σH = κH = 1. This σH
and κH is not effected by condensing τv composites in order
to remove the topological order.

In the previous section we showed how to obtain the
surface QH insulator from the STO phase by breaking TR. The
resulting phase can have either σH = κH = ± 12 . From here it
is straightforward to produce the symmetry preserving gapless
Dirac cone phase by proliferating domain walls between the
σH = ± 12 surface phases. Such domain walls carry a single
chiral (complex) fermion, and it is well known (for example
from network models6 ) that their proliferation results in a
single gapless Dirac cone.
D. Z2 nature of surface order

It is well known that two copies of the ordinary electron
topological insulator can be smoothly deformed into the trivial
insulator without a bulk phase transition. Therefore, as a final
consistency check for the proposed STO, we demonstrate that
two coupled STO phases can be deformed to a trivial insulator
by surface phase transitions that leave the bulk gap untouched.
Consider starting with two layers of the STO phase, labeled
1 and 2, respectively, coupled such that electrons can tunnel
†
†
between them: c1 c2 , c2 c1  = 0. It is straightforward to
check that the following set of composite particles are charge
neutral self-bosons with trivial mutual statistics, which can be
simultaneously condensed without breaking either U (1)C or
TRS:
†

{β1 β2 ,τv1 τv2 β † ,τv̄1 τv̄2 β † , and H.c.}

(12)

with H.c. indicating that all operators related by Hermitian
conjugation to those listed are also condensed. In order to
preserve TRS, we must condense TR conjugate particles with
equal amplitude: τv1 τv2 β †  = τv̄1 τv̄2 β †  = 0.
It is also straightforward to verify that after condensing
these objects, all nontrivial particles in the theory are either
confined or condensed, and there are no fractionalized excitations. In particular, f and β 2 both have mutual (−1) statistics
with the condensed τv1 τv2 β † particles, and are confined
together to form the physical electron c = β 2 f . The resulting
phase has only gapped, physical electron excitations c, and
hence is a trivial band insulator. Therefore, we have verified
that the bulk phase described by our proposed STO indeed has
a Z2 group structure (i.e., that combining two copies of our
phase produces a trivial phase) as required for the electron TI.
This set of particles in Eq. (12) has a natural physical
interpretation: Starting with two coupled layers of the TRS
surface-SC phase, we know that we can obtain a trivial bulk
insulator by condensing the (now Abelian) ± hc
vortices,
2e
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which now occur in the same location in both layers due
to the interlayer tunneling. The set of particles condensed
here to trivialize the double-layer STO phase are simply the
descendants of these vortices.
VII. DISCUSSION

We have shown that, in addition to the familiar gapless
Dirac surface state, and gapped symmetry-broken states, the
electronic topological insulator (TI) can support a gapped and
fully symmetric phase with surface topological order (STO).
This STO phase provides a complete, nonperturbative definition of the electron TI. Like STO phases of analogous bosonic
TIs, the electron TI STO phase has the same topological order
as a 2D phase, but with symmetry implemented in a way that
is not allowed in strict 2D.
For boson TIs, the lens of STO provides a useful perspective
into 3 + 1D strongly correlated boson TIs as well as 2 + 1D
gauge theories.7 The hope is then that understanding of the
electron TI STO will enable similar progress for strongly correlated electronic phases. An essential component for boson TIs
was a systematic understanding of symmetry implementation
for strictly 2D Abelian bosonic systems.24,25 One potentially
complicating factor in adapting this approach to fermions is
that the electron TI STO is inherently non-Abelian. Consequently, an important outstanding task for making progress
along these lines is to develop a systematic understanding of
symmetry implementation in 2D non-Abelian theories. These
theories are not amenable to the simple K-matrix methods
that have so successfully utilized for boson systems.24,25
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